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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Merriam-Webster defines “symmetry” as beauty of form arising from balanced proportions. 

I’d bet you will recognize this chart fairly quickly. Whether it’s useful is another question, but it’s 

certainly almost perfectly symmetrical. Somehow…it’s beautiful. What is it? 

 

 

Yes, that’s right! It’s corn. It’s a 30-year weekly continuous corn chart…I didn’t fill in the prices of the 

next 5 years, mainly because …well, actually, deep down…I think anything could happen, and I’m not 

sure which way the next $1.50 move is going, up or down, and not only that…I think there’s a pretty 

good chance we don’t get a $1.50 more for another few years. The chart indicates roughly from 2015 to 

2000 corn spent 5 years in a dollar range, and most of that time was in a 50-cent range. 

Is corn ready to move away from the $5.00 tractor-beam, and rally sharply to $6.50, or is it ready to 

collapse and break hard straight down to $3.50? 

I’m leaning towards: No, neither. And while no one likes it…that 2 years or more of 50c ranges might be 

here right now. So let’s go ahead and cue it up, as 50 cent is “In Da Club”…”Go shorty, go shorty, we 

gonna party like it’s your birthday, go…” 

Huh, where were we?  

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your business. My disclaimer 

remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but if you are growing wheat to be sold to the milling 

market, or export wheat market, I believe you should buy certified, fungicide treated seed, and 1. Be willing to store your 

wheat, if it’s the right thing to do 2. Apply 60 # of Nitrogen and 15# of Sulfur at planting, and in the spring, apply another 30# 

of N; and if it’s a wet spring, re-apply another 30# of N about 3 weeks later, and 3. Don’t sell your wheat without discussing 

protein premiums 
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Anyway…this unsymmetrical chart…which deep-down…is kinda scary, as can this continue forever? 

 

The chart, of course is the stock market, looking like it’s due for some type of major correction, which I 

hope we all survive. Leaning towards “yucky” one of these days…. 

The week ended with KC up 7c, and corn and beans NOT setting a new 11-week closing low again, 

barely. (Also, the yellow high-lighted numbers mean will be a new 11-week high or low this week.) 

CLOSE KWZ21 KWN22 CZ21 CN22 WZ21 MWZ21 SX21 SX22 CRD21 ES21 

9/24 $7.20 $7.20 $5.27 $5.38 $7.24 $9.16 $12.85 $12.54 $73.61 $4446 

9/17 $7.13 $7.17 $5.27 $5.36 $7.09 $9.01 $12.84 $12.56 $71.38 $4422 

9/10 $6.83 $6.89 $5.18 $5.31 $6.89 $8.79 $12.87 $12.58 $69.13 $4558 

9/03 $7.23 $7.18 $5.24 $5.39 $7.26 $9.13 $12.92 $12.60 $68.79 $4535 

8/27 $7.24 $7.15 $5.54 $5.62 $7.33 $9.18 $13.23 $12.67 $68.48 $4506 

8/20 $7.16 $7.04 $5.37 $5.48 $7.28 $9.02 $12.91 $12.27 $62.14 $4437 

8/13 $7.55 $7.26 $5.73 $5.82 $7.74 $9.30 $13.65 $12.57 $68.21 $4463 

8/06 $7.18 $7.09 $5.57 $5.70 $7.33 $9.03 $13.37 $12.58 $68.10 $4430 

7/30 $6.84 $6.81 $5.45 $5.72 $7.13 $8.91 $13.49 $12.54 $73.23 $4390 

7/23 $6.57 $6.58 $5.43 $5.55 $6.94 $8.72 $13.52 $12.49 $72.07 $4403 

7/16 $6.62 $6.62 $5.52 $5.64 $7.00 $9.06 $13.92 $12.76 $71.56 $4319 

7/09 $6.05 $6.10 $5.17 $5.31 $6.24 $8.07 $13.29 $12.32 $73.81 $4360 
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Specifically, the daily Dec corn table shows $5.18 from 09/10 is highlighted, as it will become…the new 

11-week closing low because the $5.17 from 07/09 will be rolling off the table. 

And that’s why this Z corn daily shows the 11-week closing low at $5.18. In effect, there is a double 

bottom, signifying good support, around the $5.17-$5.18 area, just slightly above the big $5.00 middle 

ground we saw on the chart from page 1. The table also says there is a minor double bottom at $5.27, 

which was this week’s and the previous week’s close. And the daily chart shows a double bottom at the  

intra-week spike lows at $5.00 

  

All of this means…it’s hard to break this corn market with the several double bottom support areas, 

although admittedly, to me, the Old Bear… the daily chart looks like $4.50 is coming, maybe because … 

current demand fundamentals, as shown in the export loading pace, don’t show much reason to rally 

sharply either. Corn weekly loadings did improve somewhat, but more is needed, and the sooner the 

better. Beans will improve; wheat better improve…or yikes is coming. 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(09/16/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 19.1 33.3 60 35 2,475 2440 50 48.8 

Soybeans 10.1 19.6 30 20 2,090 2070 50 41.4 

All wheat 18.7 251.3 45 265 875 610 37 16.5 

Milo 0.1 0.1 5 .2 320 320 50 6.4 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 7.6 14.2 60 15 2,475 2460 51 48.2 

Soybeans 9.0 9.5 30 10 2,090 2080 51 40.8 

All wheat 18.9 232.7 45 244 875 631 38 16.6 

Milo 0.1 0.1 5 .1 320 319.9 51 6.3 
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Nov soybeans…so far, doing a pretty good job of bending, but not breaking as harvest gathers steam, 

although…they now have closed 4 weeks in a row just below $13.00. That ceiling needs to become a 

floor before thoughts of seeing $14.00 or higher, again, are more than just wishes. 

X beans need to hold this week IMO…like now. 

 

 

The longer-term weekly continuous bean chart is not quite as symmetrical as the long-term corn chart, 

but it’s similar, and…seems to suggest $12.00 is a likely holding area. I think beans have downside risk. 
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Ok, what about wheat? We saw the overall export loading pace is steady, as is the wheat-by-class pace: 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(09/16/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

HRW 7.5 93.2 15 98 355 257 37 6.9 

SRW 1.4 34.7 10 38 120 82 37 2.2 

HRS 5.1 71.5 10 75 225 150 37 4.1 

White 4.0 49.6 10 53 160 107 37 2.9 

HAD 0.7 2.3 0 2.5 15 13.3 37 0.3 

         

08/12/21         

HRW 7.9 85.7 15 88.7 355 266.3 38 7.0 

SRW 0.8 33.4 10 35.4 120 84.6 38 2.2 

HRS 4.8 66.4 10 68.4 225 156.6 38 4.1 

White 5.4 45.6 10 47.7 160 112.3 38 3.0 

HAD 0.0 1.6 0 1.9 15 13.3 38 0.3 

 

Bids in the country mainly were up 7c with the board; we do a basis pop in a spot that had been lagging 

a bit... 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

09/24 $6.80-$7.20 $6.85 $6.70-$6.80 $6.70-$6.75 $7.00-$7.40 

09/17 $6.73-$7.13 $6.78 $6.63-$6.73 $6.43-$6.68 $6.93-$7.33 

09/10 $6.43-$6.48 $6.48 $6.33-$6.43 $6.13-$6.38 $6.63-$7.03 

09/03 $6.83-$7.28 $6.88 $6.73-$6.83 $6.53-$6.78 $7.03-$7.43 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

09/24(Z) -40, -00 -35 -50, -40 -50, -45 -20, +20 

09/17(Z) -40, -00 -35 -50, -40 -70, -45 -20, +20 

09/10(Z) -40, -35 -35 -50, -40 -70, -45 -20, +20 

09/03(Z) -40, +05 -35 -50, -40 -70, -45 -20, +20 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

09/24(Z) -25 -32, -25 -45, -20 -34 

09/17(Z) -25 -35, -25 -45, -20 -36 

09/10(Z) -30 -35, -25 -45, -20 -36 

09/03(Z) -30 -35, -25 -45, -20 -36 

08/13(U) -20 -23, -15 -38, -10 -24 
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Even though we saw Gulf 12’s bid up again, ords were unchanged: 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
9/24/2021 160 115 45  
9/17/2021 148 115 33  
9/10/2021 148 95 53  
9/3/2021 150 95 55 Z 

 

Minny (spring wheat) Z futures are back to almost a $2.00 premium over KC Z, and possibly that spurred 

the 12’s at the Gulf…(possibly, maybe…but that assumes quite a bit.) 

Minny Z – KC Z…I think there are some big money bets at $2.00; I’m not sure how this is going to play 

out, but keep in mind we will get some big USDA reports this week, including The Small Grains Summary, 

which is generally the last official word on USA wheat production, and Grain Stocks, which should 

(hopefully, maybe, might…) give us some better clues on how much Hared Red Winter was fed this 

summer. Anyway…this is Minny Z wheat – KC Z wheat: 

 

It's somewhat interesting this week’s export sales showed spring wheat export sales and soft white 

export sales were almost 4x that of hard red winter sales. Due to the drought, those are about the most 

expensive wheats in the world, although durum of course costs almost twice those prices…(I’m thinking 

about putting a year’s worth of spaghetti noodles in my garage… and I bought a loaf of organic Dave’s 

Killer Bread the other day, at $5.09/loaf (!!) probably because flax traded at $40/bu or 

something…omega) 

Who knows what things will cost if the North American drought expands…which the updated Drought 

Monitor indicated might be happening: In many sections of the country, however, dry weather 
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favored summer crop maturation and harvesting, but reduced topsoil moisture for newly 

planted winter grains. Some of the most significant short-term dryness, aggravated by late-

season heat, existed across the southern Plains. 

YET…if this forecast comes true, it will be difficult to keep KC July22 up above $7.00 

 

And this old-crop/new-crop (KC Z21 – KC N22), now back to even money, suggests rain is expected: 
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Well…if we really get that rain, we’ll probably wish we sold some more new-crop… (sell it as soon as it’s 

planted?!?!), but I’m going to wait until I’m swimming in the expected rain. 

Even though I thought, and still do…that selling your old-crop wheat (the wheat you recently 

harvested…) is the right thing to do, I suspect many of you have not sold it all.  

Here’s KC Z wheat; the 11-week closing high (blue line) is at $7.55, but there is a small double-top 

(resistance) I drew in as a dotted blue line at $7.23-$7.24. That’s been a tough spot to get up through. 

 

And I need to point out the 11-week closing low will take a big jump higher, up to $6.57, up from $6.05… 

 

And after reading a popular daily farm advisory, I got the impression there might be lots of unsold 

wheat, and almost no new-crop corn or beans sold, which frankly I find a bit shocking, although possibly 

understandable. 

It’s your wheat, your corn and your beans, and while the charts are showing some signs of stabilization 

(maybe…), they need a bullish input to re-start the rally, which…may, or may not…develop for a while. I 

mentioned the reports coming out this Thursday. They could easily be market movers, and not 

necessarily what you hope for, so …please make sure you’re comfortable with your marketing plans. 

 

Corn harvest, milo harvest, bean harvest, AND…wheat planting. Busy, stressful times. Plus, on top of 

that, according to that thing I read, you’re long quite a bit of unsold grain. You know me…I’d vote to take 

some risk off the table. 

 

Slow down and Stay Safe. Have a good week; the reports will more than likely be interesting, and 

frankly, I hope we get that rain. See ya! 
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